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	Reason for Nomination: Before learning about the Golden Stethoscope awards, I had described Dr. Anthony Cappa to others as exactly the kind of physician I hope to be one day. The first day working with him was the first and last time he let me sit back and solely observe. By the second day, he pushed me to see patients on my own, which as an early first year medical student was both incredibly stress inducing and also the best day of my education up to that point. Quickly, he found ways to remind me of all of the beautiful and intricate reasons I had chosen this career. And better yet, even when I slipped up and did things like including cholecystitis on a differential for a patient who had had a cholecystectomy, I never felt unsafe or shamed. With every interaction, I felt encouraged to challenge myself, foster my curiosity, and begin to find my way as a student doctor without fearing unnecessary insensitivity. I was learning every second, whether by making mistakes in a safe environment, getting questions turned back on me so that I may have the chance to work through them on my own, or by watching him interact with patients himself. Dr. Cappa's ability to make anyone feel safe and cared for is truly something worthy of recognition. As an emergency physician, it would be absolutely acceptable to provide adequate care to ensure imminent risk is mitigated and then be finished, but he doesn't stop there. The moment he took the time with an exceptionally anxious patient to walk them through a breathing exercise, one where autonomy and awareness of one's own body and emotions was the focus, will stick with me for the rest of my career. I'll specifically remember the kind words uttered to me about Dr. Cappa from this patient after he had left. I hope one day to leave the impact on a patient's life in their time of need that my preceptor does on what seems like a daily basis. The moments I have had the honor of watching him in his craft have left an indelible mark on me for cultivating a culture of compassion and empathy and I am motivated to carry on these pillars in my future career. I'm ending my formal preceptorship with Dr. Cappa unsure if I really love emergency medicine or just want to be like him in the future. Throughout any challenges the first year of medical school brought me, I was always excited to get to be in the emergency department with him, knowing it would bring me a new wave of energy. Dr. Cappa is an amazing physician and an even better role model. He deserves recognition for his dedication to his patients, his colleagues and to his students. I cannot express how grateful I am to have had the honor of learning from him this past year. 
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